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A Statement Of The Problem
In our present society the acqtiisition of the skills necessary for
the reading and interpretation of graphs has become of great importance.
The American public finds them in the daily newspapers, the weekly news maga-
zines, social-science pamphlets, and even in non-technical books.
Their extensive use, doubtless, is due to the fact that graphs
and other foms of pictorial expression lend themselves readily to an in-
teresting and clear presentation of statistical material.
For many years it has been evident to educators that every sort
of visual aid must be employed to enhance learning. Studies have been made
to discover the educational value of the graph. These studies are of great
significance for now it is clear that the elementary school pupil must learn
to read and interpret graphs.
In a Ed.ddle grade study made in 1932, Ruth W. ^^ikesell^ states
"Graf work should begin when there is need for com-
parison. Usually simple grafs are introduced in the
fifth grade. Here they must be developed gradually
and carefully. The child does not understand why
long lines on a chart mean 500,000 bushels of wheat
or 200,000 men as the case may be. The numbers which
are given for graphs should be round numbers and
easily divided. Stick men placed in rows may repre-
sent people. They may be represented by dots and
later by lines. An effective exercise in developing
grafs is to give test tubes to four or five children
^Mikesell, Ruth Weaver, "Geographical Activities Involving the
Use of Maps and Grafs", Journal of Geography, 33* 105-113 » March 193ii
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representing the wheat production in Uiited States,
Canada, Russia, Argentine, India, etc* A thimble
may be used for 100,000,000 bushels* l*?hen each
country has the correct proportion the children
can readily make the correct comparison. After
the exercise they should be shown a vertical bar
graf showing the iriieat production of the largest
wheat producers,
"Altho pictorial grafs can perhaps be under-
stood more readily than others, it is necessary to
keep all figures of the same proportion , , , Ver-
tical and horizontal are more easily read tian cir-
cular grafs and should be introduced first. As a
matter of theory, the point here is simple and ob-
vious. In introducing maps, map i^rmbols, and
grafs, they must be taught and presented in such
a way that the child will actually know and be
able to visualize the reality behind the symbol.
The only difficult thing is the practical and suc-
cessful application of the theory,**
It is the purpose of this paper to present a set of simple and
carefully graded graph exercises. It is hoped that these exercises may be
foimd valuable in teaching elementary school pupils of the middle grades to
understand the graph and to learn to interpret its meaning.
These exercises may serve also to assist the classroom teacher who
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Review Of The Literature
A survey of the literature shows that large numbers of educators
and social science specialists agree that the graph is one of our most im-
portant visual aids* It is generally believed also by these same specialists
that the graph should always be used with the textbook or other teaching ma-
terial as a means of making abstract ideas clearer and more intelligible to
the pupil. Many of the studies have indicated that there has been increased
interest shown by the pupils in their reading materials after the presenta-
tion of graphs.
Since these research studies were undertaken with a number of dif-
ferent purposes in mind, it is not possible to say exactly v/hat adaptation
or use of the graph may be made at each grade level of the elementary school.
The general conclusion seems to indicate that pictographs and circle graphs
are easiest for young children and broken-line graphs the hardest. The bar
graph with its numerous variations falls scmeTidiere in the middle.
All studies reveal the fact that tiie child’s ability to read and
interpret graphs increases in direct proportion to his ability to use the
reading, writing, and arithmetic skills.
Two excellent studies which made use of information gathered from
1 2
early studies were carried on by Ruth G, Strickland and J, Wayne Wri^tstcne.
The Strickland study was carried on with pupils in the first four grades of
Strickland, Ruth G,, "A Study of the Possibilities of Graphs as a
Means of Instruction in the First Four Grades of the Elementary School”,
Teachers College Contribution to Education, Columbia Unlversityj No,
New York, December 1939
^Vrightstone, J, Wayne, ”Growth in Reading Maps and Graphs and Lo-
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6the »chcK>l and the pupils in the Wri::^t3t«no study ranged in
grades fToci four throut]^ tm^lve* Those steadies 8h«»r that intepcorrelation
of ohronologiool and n&ntal age with selected social-studies i^ills are posi-
tive but low. The ntrlokland study st^iowed that there was no appreciable
difference botwoon boys and girls in the ability to road graphs, and the
correlation between grar^ reading, intelliiiicmoe, and ratmtal age was low,
;Vrlc^tstono»8 study revealed that the intercci'rolatlons of chronological
and nental age with the selected social-atudies skills vme positive but low,
averaging about 0,22 except for nentol ago and reading graphs which was
iJtrickland writes
“Certain inplications are evident for the ©lesaentary
school*
1, The first of these ie that graphs which
are designed for children and are associated with
their interests can oe introduced into the prograa
of the clcmxintary echool at an earlier level than
is now custocaa:!y,
2, The social-studies interests of children
have nary possibilities for graphs,
3* This >K>uld faoilitato a combination of
social studios end arithaetic that should add rich-
ness to the social-studios progran as well as
grewth in understanding and skill in quentitati\ne
thinking.”
;
An intonaivo study by S, A, Harper and K, J, Otto^ reveals this
I
Important contribution I
1. "Children at the fifth grede level and above
can interpret graphic oaterials when they are oub- ii
raittod in a si pie fom, '
2, Graphic naterials i^uld be constructed to
Qoet the abiliUjos in the tool subjoots of the pupils
|





^Haxper, R, A, and Otto. H, J,, "An Evaluation of Qraphio Instruo-
tion Material", The lOetfitsiy Ptlpcipel# 13 » 223 - 2Tt» Juno Iy3U
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73* Drill or special instruction increases
markedly the proficiency witii which these materials
are used*
U# Graphic materials can be of considerable
value as teaching devices for the presentation
of factual material,”
In the Twelfth Yearbook of the National Coimcil for the Social
Studies, Fred B, Painter^ states
"Models, toys, dolls, photographs, prints,
line drawings, stereographii, maps, globes,
charts, graphs
,
and diagrams are well suited
to both group and individual activities. The
use of these materials requires no ejqpensive
or complicated apparatus. They may be used by
an individual child without interfering with
the work of other children and, for the most
part, are much cheaper t \axi the other aids
Mentioned in a preceding paragraph). There-
fore, teachers with a limited budget for visual
and auditory aids will do well to make the maxi-
mum use of material of this sort,"
Again in the Ninth Yearbook of the National Council for The Social
Studies in a paper on maps and charts, Harriet H, Shoen points out
"The pictorial expression of facts in a
simple symbolic manner is a medium of expres-
sion in which the pupils in our schools must
be given instruction. This form of expres-
sion is becoming more and more important
daily. The experience which pupils gain in
making these charts and diagrams will give
them a framework of knowledge which they can
use to evaluate the charts and graphs which
are brought to their visual attention by in-
terests which they have developed in their




State Education Dep't,, Albar^r, New York, "Ma-
terials For The Pro^qm", p, 112, Twelfth Yearbook of the National Council
for The Social Studies
,
Washington,
^Shoen, Harriet H,, "The Making of Maps and Charts", p. 9i;-9^,
Ninth Yearbook of the National Council for The Social Studies, Washington, 3535
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8In the Fifteenth Yearbook of the National Council for The Social
Studies, Dorotl^ Kipling Farthing^ suggests as a supplement to the usual
reading program
"Other means by idiich pupils of the social
studies may gain ideas formerly presented through




collections, comics, cartoons, travel
olders, and interviews."
7
Although not so recent, the Jlikesell' 8tu<^ which has been preficu»
ly mentioned indicates the slow but steady growth of the use of graphic ma-
tarials in the social studies. She writes
"Two years ago (1932) an experimental stu^ of
geographical activities was made at the University
of Pittsburgh, The purpose of this study was to
determine whether activities involved in the use of
maps, pictures, and gr^ifs used singly are more effective
in the teaching of geography than a combination of
the same activities , . • Among other facts this
study indicated that geographical activities involv-
ing the use of maps, pictures, and grafs are effective
in the teaching of geography (middle grades). It
further indicated that a combination of these activi-
ties for group study is superior to maps, pictures,
and grafs, used singly,"*
Q
In a recent publication, Wesley and Adams write the following
"Graphs are used in social studies classes to
show comparisons of size, distance, amount, and
humbers. They are convenient tools for the teacher
of middle grade children, but they cannot be used
effectively until the pupils have developed a de-
gree of quantitative comprehension.
^Farthing, Dorothy Kipling, "Using Non-verbal Instructional Ma-
terials in the Social Studies", p. 73, Fifteenth Yearbook of the National
Council for The Social Studies, IPlUi
'Mikesell, Ruth Weaver, "Geographical Activities Involving the
Use of Maps and Grafs", Journal of Geography, 33: 105 - 113, March
1939 „
* Idem as '
8
Wesley, Edgar B. and Adams, Mary A,, Teaching Social Studies in
Elementary Schools
,
Boston: D. C. Heath and Com^ny, 19l;6
'
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”The circle graph provides a simple means of
presenting approximate comparisons of quantities
and size, although it does not enable one to make
^
exact comparisons. Bar graphs are also easily ^
understood. Squares, divided into parts, presen-
ted in a series, or superimposed on the largest
unit, make an interesting kind of graph for more
mature pupils. Picture graphs are attractive,
readable, and make lasting inuressions. To be
clear to elementary pupils, picture graphs should
be constructed of a series of uniform units, each
representing the same amount, rather than of dif-
ferent sized figures intended to convey propor-
tionate amounts,
"Graphs may be presented in a variety of ways.
The teacher may construct one on the blackboard.
Pupils may draw a large graph on poster board and
place it in the chalk tray for class study. Re-
produced on a glass slide, the graph can be enlarged
through the lantern slide projector, l^er grade
textbooks for social studies make frequent use of
graphs."
9
In a recent book devoted entirely to the social studies. Long
and Halter say
"A graph is a way of presenting facts and
figures by means of a drawing. In a way, a
graph is a new language, a language that can be
understood at times when words fail, Ey means
of a graph some facts and figures can be pre-
sented much more clearly than if an attempt is
made to write out the information. Of course,
there are many facts that cannot be presented
by means of graphs,
"Often it is said that this is a 'picture
age, ' because we get so much of our information
from pictures. Certainly pictures do tell a
story dramatically, and often better than words.
For this reason some modern map makers use pic-
torial symbols to explain their maps. Some
graphs also are made with pictorial symbols,"
^Long, Forrest E, and Halter, Helen, Social-Studies acills With
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CHAPTER III
UETHODS OF CONSTRUCTION AND INTERPRETATION
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tJethods Of Conatructlon And Interpretation
Of Ihe Graph Ebcerclaes
Since analyses and ccKnparisons of the craph studies indicate the
necessity for accuracy, uniformity, clarity, and simplicity, the graph ex-
ercises have been constructed with these goals in mind.
Statistics have been selected fr<»& reliable sources and the data
have been expressed in round numbers in order to avoid inaccuracy and con-
fusion*
Titles were chosen to the end that they would both interest the
child and at the sarae time prove of value in the interpretation of ttie
graph* whenever a title seeded inadequate, a subtitle vfas added*
In tl'.e process of experimentation ^vith c**aphs in the fourth,
fifth and sixth grades it was possible to detect weaknesses in selection of
material as well as weaknesses in mechanical construction* Also, unneces-
saxy material in the graph exercises was likewise eliminated. The pictorial
graph, the circle graph, the bar graph, and the line graph have been used.
On the circle gx^ph, very small segments of the circle were
usually omitted* Likewise on the pictorial graph less than half a symbol
was ruled out except in one instance* Both the horizontal bar graph arx!
the veirtical bar graph have been used in order to acquaint the child with
both types* And for the same reason, the solid-line graph, the broken-line
graph and the two-color-line graph were used*
The symbol, scale, or other means of interpretation has been
placed vdiere it can be readily seen by the child* 'Vhen any fuz*ther inforraa-
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experimentation and careful consideration. Items idiich prove interesting
and helpful to tlie adult have proven sometimes to be confusing to the child.
In most of the graph exercises, the child is expected to state
expressions of coa^)ari8on8 only in such terms as: larger, smaller, longer,
shortest, one-fourth as large, one-third of the whole, twice as large and
similar numerical concepts. Since decijnal work is introduced in the elemen-
tary grades, it is relatively easy for the older children to express compari-
sons in percent.
In construction of the graph exercises, the writer used five
guiding steps. These steps are from an excellent text by T^rightston, Leg-
gitt, and Reid,^
The authors state
"Step One: Use the title of the graph to find out
what the graph is about.
Step Two: Discover what persons, places^ things,
or times are compared in respect to the items pictured.
Step Three: Draw general conclusions about the
relative sizes or amounts corresponding to tbe persons,
places, things, or times compared.
Step Four: Study the graph more closely, learning
what scale has been used.
Step Five: Account for the differences in the
amounts as represented in the graph,"
\/rightstone, J, Wayne, Leggitt, Dorothy and Reid, Seerley, Basic
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Of course everyone knows what a nickel is. Did you ever wonder what
materials are used to make this piece of money? During World War II, Uncle
Sara did not have a plentiful supply of nickel to use for making this piece
of money. Here is a circle graph which tells you how he solved the situa-
tion, Study the graph carefully. Then answer each question briefly,
1, What is the title of this graph?
2, The circle is divided into how many parts?
3, If the whole circle tells you all the materials which were used to
make the war nickels, what does each part of the circle tell?
U, How much nickel was used?
5* Was more copper used than any other metal? How do you know?
6, How do you know what each part of this circle represents?
7, Find the part of the circle which is smallest. What metal was that?
8, Was more than half of the war nickel copper? Use the graph to
prove that your answer is correct,
9, Was more than one-fourth of the war nickel silver? Use the graph
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10. What does this graph tell you that is most interesting about
the war nickel?
•K-Statistical information, p. 9hf from Foster, Constance J,, This
Rich World, New York: Robert M. McBride and CoraparQr, 19li3
atJ
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A. Grossing in middle of block and o.gainst signals
3. Ghildren playing in street
G. .Valking along road
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Exercise 2
ttCAHELESSNESS CAUSES ACCIDENTS
This is also a circle graph. Study the graph carefully. Then
fill in the blanks with numbers, dates, or words which make the sentence
correct,
1, This circle graph explains that causes many
street accidents,
2, In this graph exercise reasons for accidents
are coc^ared,
3, In order to show what each part of the graph represents
are used,
li, "Coming From Behind Parked Cars" causes about as many acci-
dents as •
5, The largest number of accidents is caused
.
6, "Children Playing In The Street" causes about the same number
of accidents as ,
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8. "Crossing In The Middle Of The Block And Against Signals"
causes more accidents than "Children Playing In The Street" and
taken together.
9. A, B, and C taken together cause accidents than
D and £ taken together.
10. "Walking Along Road" causes accidents t lan "Chil-
dren Playing In The Street,"
11. If all people obeyed the traffic lights, the part of the cir-
cle marked would be smaller the next time a chart was made.
12. "Riding On The Handle Bars Of A Bicycle" causes accidents
which are in the part of the circle which is maiked .
13. A Safety Campaign needs most of all to stress the kind of ac-
cidents which are in the part of the circle maiked
.
m. The next two kinds of accidents which need to be reduced in
number are and .
•^Adaptation of bar graph (p.lO) from Schorling, R. and Clark, J.H.,
Mathematics In Life, Unit E t Uses of Graphs , Yonkers-on-Hudson, New Yorki
World Book Company, 1936
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THE RESULT OF OUR ARITHMETIC CFIECK IN DECIMALS
This is another circle graph. Study the graph very carefully.
Then answer each question as briefly as possible.
1, What story is told in this graph exercise?
2, What things are con^ared on the circle giaph?
3, How mai^ different marks were received hy the whole class?
li. What does the ccm^lete circle represent?
5, IVhat marie did the largest number of children receive?
6, Were there more E’s than A*s? Use the graph to prove that
your answer is correct.
7, Were there as many D*s as B*s? Again use the graj^ to prove
that your answer is correct,
8, Many pupils in the class have been absent from school for some
time because they have had the Measles. How is this fact shown on the
graph?
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What mark did the smallest group in the class receive?
11, More teaching lessons are necessary. Why?
12, How can the pupils who received A*s and B*s help so that
next time the circle will look different?
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T^IE PUPILS OP A SCHOOL IN 1940
SOYS GlnL^.
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THE PUPILS OF A SCHOOL IN 19ltO
This is a pictorial or picttire graph* Instead of bars or the
parts of a whole circle, pictures of objects or symbols are used to cornpare
persons, places, things, or tic^s* You will note that each picture or
bol represents a definite quantity of the thing which is being COTipared*
Study the graph c^refiilly* Then fill in the blanks with numbers, dates, or
words vriiich make the sentences collect,
1. This graph tells a story about in a school,
2, Each figure or ayaibol on this graph represents








5 , There were
6, There were
sQnnbols representing boys and
boys represented in the first row of
b<^s and girls in the whole
more boys than there were girls in the
' * to \c t Ifli ^ ‘ *
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7 • There were pupils in the whole school.
8. It is very single to give the exact niunber of pupils in the
whole school because each syohol roprejonta pupils and a CKnplsfei
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*JOIN THE "SAVE ODE MINERALS" CLUB
This Is also a pictorial i^raph. A syiahol is used to express the
quantity of each of a number of things . In each part of the exercise there
are four choices. Select the one which completes the sentence and makes it
correct.
1.
American citizens are adced to join a club or work together
1. to collect minerals as a hobby
2. to search for new mineral deposits
3. to save minerals frcm being wasted
li. to study minerals In order to learn more about them






3. The symbol used in the graph expresses .
1. weight
2* use In manufacturing
3* color
U« supply in the United States
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U« The eynbol which is used most nearly looks like «
1. a miner
2« a shovel
3, a lainer's laiit^
U. a smelting plant
5* The quantities of each material which is compared on this
graph are .
1* all different
2* alike for three fnaterials and different for all the ethers
3« all very small
alike for foiir materials and different for all the others
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8, Each aormbol represents .
1. a year *8 supply of each mineral
2. a two months* supply of each mineral
3. a two years* supply of each mineral
U. two tons of each mineral
9. The graph shows that there is a five-year supply in the Ifiiitad
States of each of these: j ; and •
1. iron, mercury, and lead
2. bauxite, copper, and mercuiy
3. tungsten, ii^rcury and zinc
iron, zinc, and copper
10. There is in the united States less than a five-year supply of
and •
1. copper and petroleum
2. tungsten and uiercury
3. lead and bauxite
l4. iron and zinc
11. Of all tliese important minerals there is the largest supply of
and •
1. mercury and petroleum
2. tungsten and copper
petroleum and iron
u* zinc and iron
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12. If no petroleum could be bought from other countries, the





13* The supply of sine in the United States will last just half





Hi. And lastly the supply of iron in the United States will pro-





^Adaptation of pictorial grajh (p. 3h9) from Packard, Leonard. 0«,
Overton, Bruce, and Wood, Ben, Our Air»^ge ftorld
.
New Yorki The UacUillan
Company, 19l4t
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^»THE WC3RLD*S TELCTOIE SEilVICS
Here is another pictorial graph which you will find veiy interest-
ing because of the aoiazlng stozy which it has to tell. Answoj:’ «ach qaMtioB
as briefly as possible.
1. What is Uie title of this graph?
2. What kind of picture or syo^ol is used in this graph? SqiljdB
w^ this sQnBbol is used.
3. What two places are conipared on this graph?
U. What one thing is also cOTiparwl?
5. Which of the two places ccmipared on this graph has more tele-
I^ones? Use the graph to prove that your answer is correct.
6. The nunber of telej^ones on one part of the graph is how much
larger than the nujnber on the other pert?
V
7« Are the same number of people compared on both parts of the
graph? How do you know that youx* atiswer is correct?
8. The IMlted States lum barely one-fifteenth of the entire popu-
lation of the whole world. Does it have more or less than its share of the
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9. Can you tell from this graph about howr many people in the
l^ted States share one telephone? How many people in the rest of the world
share one telephone?
10, What does this gr^h tell you very briefly about telephone
service in the rest of the world Ydien compared with telephone service in the
United States?
-NAdaptation of pictorial graph (p. 126) from Packard^ Leonard O.^
Overton, Bruce, and Wood, Ben, Our Air-Age World < New Torki The MacMillan
Company, I9U4
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Exerciae 7
VISITCmS TO OUR MATIOHAL PAtiK SERVICE
This bar {p:%ph tolls s<:»2tsthing v^iy intorostini^ about our NatlonRl
Parks* In 192$ there wore onl^ nineteen national Pazks in the United statee
and its possessions but in 19h$ there were twenty-seven Rational Parks* In
each part of the exercise there are four choices* Select the one which
answers the (question correctly*





3* the rooks and lalnerals
U* the visitors
2* This whole story about our Rational Parks happened between
what years?
1* 1929 - 193^
2* 1933 - 19U5
3. 1929 - 19U5
a. 19h0 - 19U2
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3* The story has been divided into five parts as the dates at the






it. does the length of the bars tell about the number of
visitors for each year?
1, about the same nui^r each year
2, a different number for each year
3, a larger nianber from one year to the next year shown on
the graph
It, the same for the first two years which are shown on the
,
graj^ and different for the other three years
5, iVhich one of these four facts does the gre^h tell?
1, The number was about the sane in 1929 and 19iil*
2, The number was twice as large in 1933 as in 1929.
3, The number was three times as large in 191*5 as in 1937.
1*. The number was considerably larger in 19l*l than in 1929.
6, What does each space from left to right stand for?
1. nine million people
2. three thousand people
3. three million people
!*• nine thousand peopxw
*
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7. How many people visited our Hational Parks in 1929?
1. nine million people
2. six million people
3. throe million people
1*. one million people
8. How laany people visited our National Parks in 19iil?
1. twelve million people
2. fifteen million people
3. eighteen million people
h. twenty-one million people
9. In what year was there the greatest number of visitors to our






10. "thy did Tower people come to our National Paries in 19h$ than
in 19U?
1. There were not as many National Paries to visit.
2. Uost people had visited all of our National Paries.
3. World II was not yet over at the beginning of the vaca-
tion period in 19U5*
liany people traveled in other countries instead of visit-
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THE IlEIGHTS OF THE MEMBERS OF JOHN»S FAMILT
Here Is still aiiother kiwi of graph which expresses relationships*
This is called a bar grajA* Study the graph carefully and then answer the
questions briefly*
1* Y?hat is this graj* about?
2* What does it tell about John*s faiaily?
3* How many members ai*e there in John’s family?
Ji, What are used on the grai^ to name the meabers of John’s
family?
5* If ’’A* tells his father’s hei^t, and ’’D” tolls John’s height,
which is the taller of the two? Use the grtph to explain your aiswer*
6, Why isn’t the bar maiicod "E” as high as the bar marked «B"?
7* Is John’s mother as tall as his father? Use the gratb to ex-
plain your answer*
8* What do the figures on the left-hand side of the graph tell?
9 * The lines going from left to right make equal spaces* Each
space is a measurcmient of what quantity?
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U* John's father is hcnr mangr tlnies as tall as his youncest
sister? He is how much taller than his oldest sister?
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ExerciBO 9
GROrm OF A SCHOOL
Answer each queation as briefly as possible.
1. Here is another bar graph which tells an interesting story.
What is the title of this bar graph?
2. Does the graph tell scnaething about the gronrUi of the school
building or ecsaething about the growth in the nunber of pupils idio go to
the school?
3. The lines going up and down on the graph nako equal spaces.
What does each space from left to ri£^t tell you?
li. \7hat parts of the graph show that the number of pupils in the
school is greater from one period to another?
5. What do the figures in the left-hand colucm mean?
S. sThat is the value of each space in the left-hand column?
7. For how many years does the graph show the growth in the num-
ber of pi:q?ils in the school?
8. Did the number of pupils in the school increase mere in aoiae
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?• In what two five-Tear periods did the ntiniber ojT pi^le in
the school stay about the same?
10. Between 1?30 and 1935 a number of new houses were built in
the neighborhood. How is this story told on the grajA?
11. Just exactly how many pupils were there in the school in
19li0?
12. Notice carefully the nuai>er of p^i^pils in the school in 1925
and the nur±>er in 19U5* ^ere there at least twice as many pupils In the
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This kijnd of graj^ ia called a line or broken-lino graph. You
already have learned three other irays of comparing persons, places, things,
or tinee. You also inake comparisons on this kind of gra|& by foUoRring the
heavy or picture line froja left to right across the blocks iriiich are made by
the vertical and horizontal lines. Read the directions and questions care-
fully, Then anavrer each question as briefly as possible,
1, ’Shat is ccffluparcd on this line graj)h?
2, At hcnv many different tines are these contparisons made?
3, Does the line shonr that there is much difference in the seines
which the pupil received on the lessons? Use the graph to explain your
answer,
U. a, vshat do the vertical lines on the graph represent?
b. tJhat do the horizontal lines on the graph represent?
5, a. What happ>ened to the spelling record between the second
and third lessons?
b, What happewKi to the spelling between tJio fifth and saivwiltl
lessons?
6, Place yoixr ri^t index fln^'er on the line at the botton of the
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Hove your fingor upward slowly imtil you reach the place
whei’c this vertical line is crossed by the aig-zag line of the
grajdi.
The move your finger slowly to the left until you reach the
**no, of words correct** line.
How loany words did the pupil )iave correct in the third lesson?
, 7* Hepcat the saiae three steps (nusiber 6) for the second^ sixths
and ninth lessons,
a. How many words did the pupil have correct in the second
lesson?
b. How many words did the pi^)il have correct in the sixth
lesson?
c. How many words did the pi^sil have correct in the ninth
lesson?
8, In what two lessons did the pupil have all the words correct?
9 , In what two lessons did the pupil have the lowest score? llhat
were these scores?
lOt Kamo the lessons in which the pupil *s scores dropped below
sixteen,
11, Between what two lessons did the pupH inprovo iriis score the
most?
12, a. By how nary points did the pupil improve his score from
the fifth to the sixUi lesson?
b. By how many points did the pupil iirprove his score from
the first to the second lesson?
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13* &• In ho«f imny lessons did the improve his score
two points? IteuQe tJhe lessons*
b. In what lesson did the pupil improve his score by six
points? In what lesson did he drop down three points?
Hi* a. Uotr can you tell at a glance that the pupil has improved
in spelling during the nine lessons for which the record
was kept?
b* How can you tell at a glaiice that the pij^il never miss^
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WHAT THE WEATHER MAN SENDS TO BOSTON
Tills is another line graph. By following the curved line from
left to right on this graph you also make comparisons as you did on the
first line graph. Read the directions and questions carefully. Then ansser
each question as briefly as possible,
1, i^at is compared on this line graph?
2, At how mary different times are these con^risons made?
3« Does the line show that there is aiy great change in the tem-
perature of Boston during the year? Use the graph to ojqilaln your answer,
li, a, Wliat do the vertical lines on the graph represent?
b. What do the horisorital lines on the graph represent?
5« a. What happens to the ten^>erature between January and July?
b, What happens to the ten^rature between July and December?
6, Place your right index finger on the lino at the l>ottom of
the graph narked ”A" for April,
Move your finger upsrard slowly until you reach the place
wfiere this vertical line is crossed by the curved line of
the graph.
Then move your finger elowTy to the left until you reach
the "degree" line.
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7. iiepeat the saiae three steps (nmber 6) for January, July, and
October*
a. IVhat is the average monthly temperature Tor January?
b* Miat is the average monthly teraperatiire for July?
c* What is the average monthly temperature for October?
8. What twro months have the highest average monthly temperatures?
9* ^hat tno months have the lowest average monthly teii^raturos?
10* a* What is the highest average monthly temperatuxe for Boston?
b. What is the lowest average monthly temperature for Boston?
11* Hew many degrees of temperature are there between the highest
and the lowest monthly averages?
12* Which month usually has colder weather. Inarch or September?
13* Jiine twenty-first is officially the first day of sicnmer* Af-
ter that date does the average suxomer t^operaturo for July and August go up
or down? Use the grajh to explain your answer.
lii* Is the average monthly teioperature for (k:tober and November
about the same or very different? Use the gra|h to explain your answer.
15>. Is the average monthly temperature for January and February
about the same or quite different? Can you explain the reason for any auiall
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16. Hour does this graph explain the fact that people -who live in
a clisiate like Boston *8 need heavy| isediitm> and light-«reight cloihing?
crease.
17 • In January the number of hours of dayli^t begins to in-
Does the following saying seem to hold true for January?
’’As the days lengthen, the cold strengthens
' =
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AVERAGE ANNUAL RAINFALL IN SECTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES
This is also a line Study the graph careruUy. T)ien an-
sirer each question as briefly as possible.
1. What is coc^red on this line graph?
2* V.'hat other things about this graph do you leam from the
title?
3* In hoer Toapy ports or sections of the United States is the
rainfall compared?
What do you discover about the average rainfall in these dif-
ferent parts of the United States just Iqr taking a quick loch at the graph?
5* The letters at the bottaa of the graph are used for •what pur-
pose?
6. The vertical line at the left of the graph is divided into
six parts. Each part represents hair many inches of rain?
7. a. Vdiat section has the greatest annual rainfall?
b. lifhat section has the least annual rainfall?
8. a. About hoir maqy Inches of annual rainfall does vSection A
have?
b. About hovr many Inches of annual rainfall does Section D
have?
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9. Does section B have more or less annual rainfall than Sec-
tion E? Use the graph to prove that your answer is correct*
10* IVhat section has about tvrice as much annual rainfall as S€»c-
tion D? Use the graph to prove that your answer is correct*
11* Name the sections which have less than forty inches of annual
rainfall.
12* a* Name the section which has less than twenty inches of
annual rainfall*
b* Name the section which has more than fifty inches of
annual rainfall*
13* Some parts of southern California have only from ten to fif-
teen inches of annual rainfall* In which section does this region belong?
Ill* Some parts of Alabama have frcm fifty-five to sixty inches
of annual rainfall* In which section does this region belong?
15* Boston^ Massachusetts usually has a little more than forty
inches of annual rainfall* In which section does this city belong?
16* The eastern part of the state of V/ashington and much of the
state of Idaho are in Section F* Irrigation is necessary to carry on agri-
culture successfully* Vhy?
17* The western parts of the states of Washington and Oregon are
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Id, The western parts of Kansas and Nebraska are in Section D.
Much of this region is better suited to ranching than to farming. Why?
19. The Pacific Northwest and the Qulf States have the heaviest
rainfalls in the United States. In which section do these two groups of
states belong?
20. Use the rainfall map in your geography textbook. Substitute
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HW V<E SPEND THE DAY IN GRADE V
In each part of the exercise there are four choices. Select the
one which answers the question correctly.










3. The time spent in school and at play tells you which one of
the following facts?
1. It is more than one-half of the whole day,
2. It is about the same as the time spent woxicing.
3. It is more than three-fourths of the day.
U. It is about the saoie as the time spent sleeping.
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li* The two largest divisions on the graph represent the time
doing ehat?
1. sleeping and voxicing
2* attending school and eating meals and doing odd jobs
3* sleeping and attending school
U* playing and workin;.^
What is the smallest division on the graj;^?
!• work
2. meals and odd jobs
3. play
li. school
6* The t9ro divisions of the graph nhich are just Uie same size
are what?
1. woxi: and play
2. play and meals and odd jobs
3« work and meals and odd jobs
work and sleep
7* There are twenty-four hours in a day. About how many hours
does Grade V spend playing?
1. about two hours
2. about three hours
3. about four hours
km about five hours
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8* About hcFvf many hotira does Grade V spend working?
1, about one hour
2* about two hours
3, about three hours
U, about four hours
\% ^
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THii. V/OxLLH’S GWxi^r rOOTH
(Average yearly prod-iJict ion of sugar, "both cane and beet, for
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THE ffORLD»S SWEET TOCmi
(Average /early production of sugar, both cane
and beet, for 1935 - 1939)
!• Ttiis pictorial graj^ tells a stozy about sugar* .^nsvrer each
question as briefly as possible* What fact about sugar production is told
on this graph?
2* For a period of how many years in the sugar production shown?
3* The average yearly prodziction of sugar in the entire world has
been divided into how many regions?
li* What does the symbol used in this graph represent?
^* What two regions produced the greatest amounts of sugar as a
yearly average?
6* Vfhat two regions produced the ssiallest aisounts of sugar as a
yearly average?
7* How many short tons did Asia produce as a yearly average diirill]
;
this period from 1935 to 19397
8* How many million short tons did South American, Africa, and
Oceania produce altogether as a yearly average during this period?
9* north America, Central Araez*ica, and the West Indies taken with
'"'T^ *»r.v
% *
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South America pz*oduced the same amount as a yearly average as what one
region?
10, South America and Africa together produced one-third as much
as what region produced by itself?
11, Europe produced on the average how mary more short tons of
sugar yearly than North America, Central America, and the West Indies?
12, Africa and Oceania together produced the same amount of sugar
as a yearly average during this period as irtiat region produced by itself?
13* How many short tons were produced as a yearly average in the
entire world?
Hi, Did Asia and Europe together produce at least one-half of ths
yearly average produced in the entire world? Explain your answer with the
use of the graph.
15* Did North America, Central America, and the West Indies pro-
duce at least one-third of the yearly average produced in the entire world?
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THE IKOH HORSii. TRAVEix^E WxlST I
(Growth of American Railroads from I860 - 1910)














THE IKON HORSE TRAVEI£D VifESTl
(Growth of Aiaerican Railroads from i860 - 1910)
Study the graph carefully. Then fill in the blares with niimbers,
datesj or words which make the sentence correct,
1, This is a graph.
2, The Iron Horse refern to the ,
3, The growth of the Iron Horse might be shown in a number of
different ways. This graph shows only its growth in the increase in
U, The growth of the Iron Horse is shown on this graph for a
period from to .
5, The bars of the graph represent the growth of the Iron Horse
at periods which were years apart,
6. The changes in growth irtiich are shown on this graph cover a
period of years,









U, U means miles of track.
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8. In 1860 there were about 309(XX) miles of track. In 1880 there
were about times as many miles of track as in i860 or about
miles of track.
9. Tile growHi in the ntmiber of miles of trade was greatest be-
tween the year «utid the year .
10* The smallest giwth in the nuadber of isiles of track was between
the year
_______
and the year .
11. The number of lailes of track in 1910 was times as
great as the number of miles of track in 1360.
12. In 1890 there were about miles of track end in 1900
there were about miles of track.
13. In 1900 there were about miles of track than in
1890.
111. During the entire period from i860 to 1910 there was alw£^s
from year to year some ^n the niaaber of miles of track. In 1910
there were about more miles of track than in i860.
sGtatistical information from (a) Stuefar of Railroad Tramrooi^tion*
Voli:^ I. Teacher* a ijanual for Primaiy and tnieimsdilAfa bracilee Wlin Bibllo-
gaphy. Association ot American Raiiromds* Ltbraiy oi (iongrsss card ko.
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HOW FAST OUR COUNTRT HAS ORCWNI
In each part of the exercise there are four choices. Select the
one which completes the sentence and makes it correct,
1, This is a line graph which tells a story about the
, 1, exports of the United States to other countries
2, area of the United States
3, population of the United States
1;, people 7iho have ccmo to the United States from other
coimtries
2, The graph shove the change in the population of the United





3, Each space at the left of the graph represents
1, 100 millions of people
2, $0 millions of people
3, 25 millions of people
U, 10 millions of people
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During every one of the periods shown on the graj^, the popu-
lation of the United States showed •
!• no increase at all











1. 10 millions of people to 132 millions
2* 20 millions of people to lUO millions
3. 17 millions of people to 130 millions
17 millions of people to 132 millions
7* In 19h0 the population of the United States was about
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8, In 19U0 the population of the United States was about











10. The increase in population between I8J4.O and I88O was
the increase in population between I88O and 1920,
1. about the same as
2. less than
3. more tlian twice as great as
U. about 50 million greater tlmn
11, The increase in population between I88O and 1900 was
the increase in population between 1900 and 1920,
1, 20 million less than
2, 20 million greater than
3, about the same as
U, about half as great as
04U 'lo t or!J 0*1<:X -k*'v
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12* Twro periods which showed fairly tsoall increases In population
were ,
1. 18U0 to 1850 and 1930 to 191*0
2e 1850 to i860 and 1390 to 1900
3. 1880 to 1890 and 1900 to 1910
4. 1910 to 1920 and 1920 and 1930
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( Vo rid production of raw silk in 1923 )








(World production of Raw silk in 1923)
In each part of the graph there are four choices. Select the one
which completes the sentence and makes it correct,
1, From the title of this graph you learn that the circle tells











3, The complete circle represents the production of silk in
1, the United States of America
2, Japan and China
3, France and Italy
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k. The complete circle has been separated into five divisions
which show the production of raw silk
1. on different continents
2. in different parts of Asia
3, in different countries of the world
h. in different parts of China and Japan






6. In 1923 Japan produced •
1. nearly all the raw silk
2. more than one-half of all the raw silk
3. about one-fourth of all the raw silk
h. less than one-fourth of all the raw silk
7. In 1923 Ital^ produced
1. about the same amount of raw silk as Japan produced
2, about one-fo\irth of all the raw silk produced in the world
3. more raw silk than China
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8, In 1923 all other countries together, except Japan, China ,
and Italy, produced .
1,
about the same amount as Japan
2« the same amount as China
3. more than Italy alone
U* less than any one of the three countries (Japan, China and
Italy) taken alone
9* In 1923 China produced .
1, more raw silk than Italy and Japan taken together
2« about twice as much raw silk as Japan
3« less raw silk than Japan
ijL, about one-half as much raw silk as Italy
10, Japan and China produced large quantities of raw silk in 1923
because •
1, the white mulberry plant on which the silkworm feeds grows
only in that area of the world
2, it is an historical fact that cultivation of the silkworm
began in China over twenty centuries before the birth of
Christ
3, the large amounts of hand labor needed in taking the fine
silk filament from the cocoons cheap
U. the Japanese and Chinese make the loveliest embroidered
silks in all the world
Adaptation of circle graph (p, i;78) from Packard, Leonard 0. and
Sinnott, Charles P*, Nations As Neighbors, New York* The Macmillan Company,
1925
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libcercise 16
ACCIDENTAL DEATHS HT AGES
(Date fiimished by The National Safety Council, Inc«, 19kS)
In each part of the exercise there are four choices. Select the
one which ccxnpletes the sentonce and makes it correct.
1. This circle ipra]^^ shows the deaths caused by accident in 19U6
The number of persons killed accidentally is divided into groups according
to
.
1. the places where the persons lived
2. the kinds of work they did
3. their ages
U. the ways in which they were killed






The largest number of accidental deaths was
1. in the "5 - lli years" group
2. in the "65 and over years" group
3. in the "25 - Ui years" groiQ)
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li* Tho snallest number of accidental deaths was .
1. in the "65 and over years" group
2* in the "15 ~ 2U years" group
3. in the "5 - Hi years" groijp
U. in the "25 - Ijii years" group
5# The two groiq>8 representing the smallest numbers of acciden-
tal deaHis were ,
1. the "0 - ii years" group and the "15 - 2li years" group
2« the "15 - 2li years" group and the "li5 - 61i years" group
3* the "5 - Hi years" groiQ) and the "25 - lili years" group
li« the "0 - li years" group and the "5 • lU years" group
6. The number of deaths by accident of persons frcan 25 to lili
years of age was about the same as the number of deaths accident of per-
sons from «
1, 5 - Hi years of age
2, li5 to 6ii years of ago
3« 0 - li years of age
U* 65 and over years of age
7* The number of deaths by accident of persons from 5 to Hi years
of age was about the same as the number of deaths by accident of persons
from .
1. 15 to 2U years of age
2* li5 to 61; years of age
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3. 25 to lili years of age
li. 0 to U years of age
8. The number of accidental deaths in the '0 - U years” group,
the ”5-11* years” group, and the "15 - 2li years" group altogether was about
equal to the number of accidental deaths in ,
1. the "25 - 1*1* years" group and the "65 and over years"
group together
2. the "65 and over years" group alorw
3. the "1*5 - 61* years" group alone
1*. the "25 - 1*1* years" group and the "1*5 - 61* years" group
togetter
9. The number of accidental deaths in the "1*5 - 61* years" group
and the number in the "65 and over years" group together amounted to
1. more than twro-thirds of all the accidental deaths in
191*6
2. less than one-half of all the accidental deaths in 191*6
3. a little more than one-half of all the accidental deaths
in 191*6
!*• about one-fourth of all the accidental deaths in 191*6
10. The number of accidental deaths in the "0-1* yeai^" gi*oi^
and the nuiA>er in the "5 - ll* years" group together amounted to
1. about one-half of all the accidental deaths in 191*6
2. more than taffo-thirds of all the accidental deaths in 191*6
3. more than one-half of all the accidental deaths in 191*6
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11. It is probably true that the niunber of accidental deaths in
the *'li5 - 61i years” group and the number in the "65 and over years" group
were large because
•
1. persons of those ages are very careless
2, persons of those ages do not know the safety rules
3* persons of those ages are always in too much of a hurry
U, older persons do not always see, think, and act as quickly
as younger persons
12. It is probably true that the number of accidental deaths in
the "0 - U years" group was very small because
1. the total number of accidental deaths in 19li6 was small
2. younger persons are usually looked after and cared for
by people older than themselves
3. younger persons practice safety rules better than older
persons
1*. younger persons are never careless
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GO BY AIR AND FLY STRAIGHT AS A BIRD
(AIRPUNE TRAVEL)
1, This graph is made by placing wnaller circles inside a large
circle. Such circles are known as concentric circles because th^ all have
the same center. Read carefully the title of the graph. Answer each ques-
tion as briefly as possible. What story do you think this graph is trying
to tell you?
2, What persons, places, things, or times are compared on this
graph?
3, What do the large black dots on the circles represent?
U, Study the key at the bottom of the graph and then answer the
following questions,
1, What is the distance from the center of the circles to
the edge of the first circle?
2, What is the distance from the edge of one circle to the
edge of the next circle, either the next larger or the
next smaller circle?
3, What is the total distance from the center of the circles
to the edge of the largest circle?
5, Can you make these general comparisons about airplane dis-
tances from Central City?
1, \7hat cities are farthest sway by plane from Central City?
2, What city is nearest by plane to Central City?
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3# What cities are more than three hundred miles by plane
from Central City?
6* Can you make these particular comparisons about airplane dis-
tances from Central City?
1. City L and City H are how mar^y miles by plane from Central
City?
2. City P and City S are how maigr miles by plane from Central
City?
3. City K and City G are how many miles by plane from Central
City?
7o Can you make these comparisons between the distapiices from one
city to another in relation to their distances from Central City?
1. What cities are twice as far by plane from Central Cily
as City B?
2. What cities are twice as far by plane from Central City
as City H and City L?
3* City M is how much farther by plane from Central City than
City G?
U* City P is how many miles nearer by plane to Central City
than City D?
5* City K is how mary miles nearer by plane to Central City
than City M?
6, City K is how mary miles farther by plane from Central
City than City B?
8, We shall assume that flying weather is good and that all
planes travel at the same speed. With these two points in mind| answer the
following questions.
1, Two planes leave Central City at the same time, one bound
for City D and the other for City K. Which plane should
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2, Tiro planes leave Central City at the same time, one
bound for City P and the other for City S. Which
plane should arrive at its destination first?
3, Three planes leave Central City at the same time,
one bound for City H, one for City K, and the third
for City S. Which plane should be the last to arrive
at its destination?
U. Two planes take off at exactly the same time. One
leaves from City M and the other leaves from City S,
Which should arrive fii'st at Central City?
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('•^States with more than 10 million acres of Kational
Forests
)
In each part of the exercise there are four choices. Se-
lect the one which completes the sentence and makes it correct.
1. The title of this pictorial graph suggests .
1. trees to he used for pulp wood
2. trees destroyed hy forest fires
3. tress for use sometime in the future
4. trees planted on Arbor Day
2. These tree symbols represent a part of
.
1. our National Parks
2. our National Monuments
3. our National Forests
4. our State Reservations
3. Each tree symbol represents
.
1. 8 million acres of National Forests
2. 6 million acres of National Forests
3. 4 million acres of National Forests
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4. Each state which is shown on this graph has at least
slightly more than
1. 100 million acres of National Forests
2. 50 million acres of National Forests
3. 25 million acres of National Forests
4. 10 million acres of National Forests
5. Of the states shown on this graph the one which has






. Of the states shown on this graph the one which has
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8. New !Jexlco has slightly more than 10 m.illion acres of
National Forests and Washing?,ton has about
1. 15 million acres of National Forests
2. 13 million acres of National Forests
3. 11 million acres of National Forests
4. 9 million acres of National Forests
9. The three states which have less than 15 million acres
of National Forests are y/ashington. New Mexico, and
1. Colorado
2. Ari zona •
3. Montana
4. Oregon
10. The two states which have more than 20 million acres





11. Idaho has about •
1. million acres of National Forests
2. 23 million acres of National Forests
3. 22 million acres of National Forests
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12. California has about .
1. 20 EGlllion acres of National Forests
2. 21 million acres of National Forests
3. 23 million acres of National Forests
4. 25 million acres of National Forests
13. Arizona has about more acres of National











15. New Mexico and Arizona together have about the same
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16,
Nev Iitexico and Colorado together have the sar-e







17, California, Idaho, and llontana together have about





18, The United States holds the title to 138 million
acres of National Forests, In these eight Arestern states there





*Nev Mexico has slit htly more than 10 million acres of
National Forests but not enough more to permit the use of even
part of a symbol.
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MORE AMERICANS TUNE IN EACH YEAR
(Radio sets in use in U. S.)
In each part of the exercise there are four choices. Select the
one which completes the sentence and makes it correct.
1.
This is a pictorial graph which tells an interesting story
about
.
1. the number of people who take part in radio programs
2« the number of people in the U. S. who biQr new radio sets
each year
3. the number of radio sets made in the United States
li. the number of radio sets in use in the United States dur~
ing certain years





3. Each one of the periods which make up the entire period repre-
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U, The symbol used in this pictorial graph represents ^
!• 5 billion radio sets 000, 000, 000)
2, 5 million radio sets (5, 000, 000)
3. 5 thousand radio sets {$, 000)
U. 5 hundred radio sets (^00)
More radio sets were in use in the United States in
_





6, Fewer radio sets were in use in the Iftiited States in










radio sets were in use Ln the Iftiited States
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8. In 19h^ radio sets were in use in the United States,
1. 2$ million (25, 000, 000)
2, 35 million (35, 000, 000)
3* million (li5, 000, 000)
li, 55 million (55, 000, 000)
9, In 19U5 more radio sets were in use in the United
States than in 1935*
1. 5 million ( 5, 000, 000)
2, 15 million (15, 000, 000)
3. 25 million (25, 000, 000)
li, 35 million (35, 000, 000)
10. In 1930 more radio sets were in use in the United
States than in 1925.
1. 12^" million (12, 500, 000)
2. 10 million (10, 000, 000)
3. 7i million ( 7, 500, 000)
U. 5 million ( 5, 000, 000)
11. The year which showed the greatest increase in the use of
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Exercise 22
THE mi ENGUND STATES*
AREA AND POPUUTION COMPARED
1, This exercise is a double comparison of the New England States
The graph is a combination of a bar graph and a pictorial graph. Answer
,
each question as briefly as possible. What two things arc compared?
2, What do the two symbols at the bottom of the graph represent?
3* Are the New England States listed in a column reading from
top to bottom according to area or population?
U* Can you make these general comparisons about the New England
States?
1, Which state is the largest?
2, Which state has the greatest population?
3, Which state is the smallest?
li. Which state has the smallest population?
Can you make these particular comparisons about the areas of
the New England States?
1, Maine is a little more than how nary times the size of
Vermont?
2. Is Massachusetts larger or smadler than New Hampshire?
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li. Does Rhode Island have an area of more than 2,000 square
lailes? Ejcplain your answer.
7ermont has an area of about how many square miles?
6. Vermont has about how many more square miles in its area
than Massachusetts has?
- 6. Clin you make these particular comparisons about the populatlcpt
of the New Enf.'.and States?
1. Which state has a population twice as great as Maine has?
2. Massachusetts has about ei^t times as many people as
what state?
3J Which state has twice as many people as Vermont?
U. Massachusetts has about how many more people than Connec-
ticut?
How many states have a population of more than a million
people? Name them,
6, New Hampshire has a population which is just a little
more than one-third of the population of what state?
?• Can you make these generdl comparisons about the populations
and areas of the New England States?
1. The largest state stands in idiat place when the states
are listed according to the size of their populations?
2. The smallest state stands in idiat place when the states
are listed according to the size of their population?
8, Can you make these particular comparisons about the populationi
and areas of the New England States?
1, Maine has about how many thousand square miles for every
100,000 persons?
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2* Hantpsblre has about how laanor thousand square miles
for every 100,000 persona?
3. What state has more than a million persons living on
every two thousand miles of its area?
U. What two states are the most densely populated? Use the
graph to ejq)lain your answer.
What two states are the most thinly populated? Use the
graph to explain yoxir answer.
6. Of the six largest cities in the hew England States
three are in Massachusetts) two m.'& in Connecticut)
and one in nhode Island. Boston, the largest city
of t^e New England States, is in It^ssachusetts. Ezo
plain how these facts are clearly shown on the graph.
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THE UNITED STATES IN THE WORLD OF COTTON
1, This is another bar graph* The whole bar represents all the
cotton or 100 percent of the cotton produced in the world in a given year.
Answer the questions as briefly as possible. Tills graph tells you that tiie
world’s cotton production for a number of years has been divided into how
many parts?
2* Stuc^ the key of the graph,
represents the percent of cotton produced in a
given year in ,
represents the percent of cotton produced in a
given year in .
3* Cotton production in the world has been compared at six dif-
ferent times*
1* When was the first comparison made?
2* When was the second ocxapiarison made?
3* When was the last c<XBpari8on made?
I4* The times at which the comparisons were made are how many
years apart?
• The entire tizae when these comparisons were made covers a
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11. Durins this period of years, how mai^y times did the United
States produce more than one-half of the world's cotton?
5* W.d the iftiltcd States at any time prodiKse less than UO per-
cent of the world's cotton? If she did, give the year.
6. In what years did the rest of the world produce an amount
greater than that produced by the United States?
7. In which of those years which were found in the answer to the
last question did the rest of the world produce the greatest anount?
8. How many times after the year 1920 did the cotton production
in the IMited States show an increase over the preceding period rather than
a decrease? Give the years in which this happened.
9. Were the amounts of increase for the years fouwi in the last
question large or small? Use the graph to explain your answer.
10. In one year the part produced the United States and t^)e
part produced by the rest of the world were almost the same. Which year
was that?
11. In 19ii^ the United States produced about k2 percent of all the
cotton produced in the world. In what year did the rest of the world pro-
duce about the same percent of all the cotton produced in the world?
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to about 26 millions of boleSf about hem msmy millions of bales did the
Utiited States produce?
13* In 19ii0 the cotton prcxluced in the ifhole world amounted to
about 30 millions of bales* Did the United States produce millions of
bales of cotton or less? Eaqplaln your answer*
Hi* In 1925 the rest of the world produced about 12 millions of
bales of cotton. Did the United States produce mre or less than 12 wifUani
of bales of cotton? Explain your answer*
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IK milCH GHOUP AHE YOU?
(TOTAL population of the U.S*-19iiO Cenane)
In each part of the cucercise there are four choices. Select the
one D^ich ccKnpletes the sentence and makes it correct*
1* This is also a bar graph* The bars of this graph represent
e
1* the total number of people In the United States at six
different times
2* six groups of people of different occiqmtions in the
IS^iiO Census of the lM.ted States
3* six groups of people of different ages in the l^UO Census
of the IJnLtBd States
li. six groups of people who speak different languages in the
19^0 Census of the tkilted States





3* As you move upward on the graj^ from the bottom to the top
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li. The largest age group was ,
!• the "0 - II4 years" group
2. the - 29 years" group
3* the "ii^ - $9 years" group
U. the "75 and over years" group
5, The smallest age groiq) was .
1, the "20 - Ui years" group
2, the - 59 years" group
3, the "60 - 7U years" group
U. the "75 and over years" group
6. The two age groups which were most nearly equal were
1. the "60 - 7h years" group and the "75 and over years"
group
2. the "U5 - 59 years" group and the "60 - 7li years" group
3. the "I5 - 29 years" group and the "30 - UU years" groiQ)
U* the "0 - lU years" group and the "15 - 29 years" group
7. The "U5 - 59 years" group was about twice as large as
1, the "0 - lii years" group
2, the "15 - 29 years" group
3* the "60 - 7U years" groiQ5
the "75 and over years" group
8, In the 19l*0 Census of the Iftiited States there were nearly 33
million people in the "0 - ll* years" group. There must have been about
'"IS'Hi
pfiu rr:'-.’ , j-. -'“ . K*i '*iC!
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in the "15 - 29 years" grotip,
1,. 25 million people
2, 30 million people
3. 35 million people
hm 36 million people
9* There were about 21 million people in the - 59 years"
group in the 19li0 Census of the united States* Ihere must have been about
in the "60 - 7U years" group.
1. lU million people
2. 11 million people
3. 8 million people
li. 6 million people
10. In the 19U0 Census of the United States there were about
in the "0 - Hi years” group and the "15 - 29 years" group to-
gether.
1. 58 million people
2. 6l million people
3. 6U million people
li. 67 million people
11. In the 19ii0 Census of the United States there wore about
in the "60 - 7h years" group and the "75 and over years" group
together.
1. 8 million people
2. 13 million people
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3« 18 oiUion people
23 million people
12, In the 19it0 Cenaus of the Otoited States the "0 - lit years
group was about three times larger than ,
1* the “15 - 29 years’* groiip
2. the “30 - itJt years" group
3* the "I45 • 59 years" groi^
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nKNm THE BEST ENEOT FOODS!
Energy foods or fuel foods give us j^^sical or muscular energy to
move and heat energy for warmth. A calorie is a unit used to measure the
amount of heat present in a substance. So the more calories a food has, the
more heat and power that food gives to the body. Answer each question as
briefly as possible.
1. How many fuel foods are listed in this bar gra^^?
2. How do you know from the title of the graph that these are
good energy foods?
3. Each space on the gra;^ represents how many calories of heat?
U* Shich is the best energy food in the list? How do you know It
is the best food?
5. Why are chocolate bars a good lunch food for the recess periodi
How does this fact explain why during the war soldiers on long hikes were
given chocolate bars?
6. Would a slice of white bread spread with butter have more or
less f\iel value thi^ the same slice of white bread spread witli the same
weight of cream cheese?
7. -?oda crackers spread with cream cheese make an excellent
lunch. Which food has more fuel value?
6. Would a pound of white breeul and a pound of butter give more
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energy than a pound of soda crackers and a pound of creaa cheese? How ranch
more or less would the first have than the second?
9. Would a pound of beef steak give you as much energy as a
pound of dates? dee the graph to check your anjwrer,
10. Of all the foods listed which two have tJhe lowest fuel value
per poiind?
11 • If you were going on a picnic which would bo better to take
pound for pound, white bread and smcrfced ham or idiite bread and dried dates?
12, One pound of chocolate has about ha? mar^ tiis»c as rauch food
falue as a pound of dried dates?
13. About how mai^ more calories of heat do you get from a pound
of soda crackers than from a pound of white bread?
Hi, About how many more calories of heat do you get frcm a pound
of 8mc^e<i ham than from a pound of beefsteak or from a pound of pcuic loin?
15, Tihy would crackers and milk be a better lunch than the saioe
amount of bre^ and lallk? ^Thy?
16, Would a pound of dried beans a pound of beefsteak give
about as much fuel value as a one pound of chocolate? How did you get the





Because of shipping costs, the food packages which are sent
to Europe must be selected very carefully in order to get as much fuel
value as possible in a few pounds. If you could send only five pounds and
you wanted your package to have the highest fuel value possible, which one
of the three lists given below would you choose?

















18. v/hy is it necessary to know the fuel value of foods rather
than to depend upon choosing the foods which you like the best? With the
use of the graph, explain your answer.
efitatistical in formation (p. 3$h) from, Beauchaa^), Wilbur L.,
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THE v/OHLU'S GHjEIT EEl^TIHG POT
(Aliens admitted from all countries to the U.
*
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THE WORLD'S GREAT MELTING POT
(Aliens admitted from all countries to the U. S.)
In each part of the exercise there are four choices. Select the
one which completes the sentence and makes it correct.
1, This is a line graph which tells a story about .
1. the metals smelted in the United States
2. the people from foreign countries who have made their
homes in New York City
3. the people from the United States who have gone to other
countries to live
li, the people from foreign countries who have come to the
United States to live
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h• The figures at the left of the graph represent .
1, 700 thousands of people
2, 500 thousands of people
3, 300 thousands of people
i*. 100 thousands of people
5* During the period from 1850 - 19U0 the number of aliens who
came to the United States* «
1. increased some at each one of the periods
2. showed very little increase during any of the periods.
3* never increased at ar^r time
showed some increases and also some decreases
6. The period of greatest increase in the number of aliens ad-
mitted to the United States was from •
1. 1870 - 1880
2. 1880 - 1890
3. 1890 - 1900
U. 1900 - 1910
7.
mitted to the
The period of greatest decrease in the number of aliens ad-







U. 1930 - 19li0
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8. Between the years of 1850 and 1900 the one gireat decrease in
the number of aliens admitted to the LSiited States was from •
1. 1330 - 1900
2. 1870 - 1880
3. 1860 - 1870
h» 1850 - 1860
9. The number of aliens admitted to the Uhited States remained
about the saiae for the taro periods •
1. 1870 - 1880 and 1880 - 1890
2. 1860 - 1870 and 1870 - 1880
3. 1890 - 1900 and 1900 - 1910
U* 1880 - 1890 and 1890 - 1900
10. In 1870 there were about more aliens admitted to





11 • In 1850 there were about more aliens admitted to ill
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12* In 1920 about ztore aliens were admitted to ti«





13* In 192li the tjnited States passed a lesr called the "linmit^ra-*
tion Act oi 192^ "• After that date the number of aliens adisitted to the
United States «
!• increased in number
2* did not change
3« decreased and then increased
U. continued to decrease
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Exercise 27
A BIT OF THE RAYON STORY
!• Here is a double broken-line graph. Study the graph oazHiftilly
Then fill in the blanks with numbers, dates, or words which make the sen-
tences correct. This graph tells a story about .
2, The story explains the amount of rayon produced in tho
and in the
•
3, The broken-line in red tells the amount of rayon produced in
.
The broken-line in blue tells the amount of rayon produced
The production of rayon which is shown on this graph covers a
period of years from
_____________
through the year •
5, The production of rayon which is shown on this graph is given
for ten different years which are year or years apart.
6, Each space at the left of the graph represents
million pounds,
7, The world production of rayon reached its highest point in
and the United States production of rayon reached its highest
production in ,
8, From the year I9I4I until 19Ui tlrie world production of rayon
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9* Ft*om the year 1935 until the year t.he world pro-
duction of r£Q^on increaeed steadily.
10. The production of rayon in the Unit-ed States decreased only
between the year 1935 and the year 19Ui*
11. The decline in world production of rayon from the year
to the year ®ay bo explained by the problems arising from World
War II.
12. In I9I4I the world production of rayon was about
million pounds. This was about million pounds greater than in
1935.
13. In I9UI the United States production of rayon was about
million pounds. Ihis was about aiillion pounds greater
than in 1935.
lU. In 19Uli the United States produced about ol* all
the rayon produced in the world. In 1935 the Iftiited States produced about
of all the rayon product in the world.
15 . In I9IU1 the world production of rayon was about
million pounds less than in 19^. The United States production of rayon
in I9U4 was about
______________
million pounds greater than in 19Ul
JV.
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FOW DO YOU GOi.iPAPa3. -.'-ITH THA AVAPAGii;?
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POUNDS
e average weights of boys from 50 inches
to 60 inches tall between the ages of nine and twelve.
weights of a particular boy in the same
height and age group.
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HCM DO YOU COliPARE WITH THE AVERAGE?
(The average weights of b<y8 between the ages
of nine and twelve)
Answer eaoh question as briefly as posoible.
1,
This is a double line graph on which persons, places', lyings
or times are compared. The bre^en line represents the average of a group to
idiich a number of persons, places, things, or times belong. What does the
unbroken line represent? Vdiat is compared on this graph?
2. At what ages are the cem^parisons made?
3. What do the figures at the left of the graph represent?
Each space at the left of the graph stands for how many inches
5. What do the figures at the bottom of the graph represent?
6. Each space at the bottom of the graph represents how many
pounds?
7.
Is this boy a fairly average boy as far as weight is eoBOSTBadt
Explain your answer by the use of the graph.
6. At how many times did this particular boy have the same we:
as the average bpy of the same height?
9 » What were his heists at the times when his weight was the
same as the average boy?
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10, Were the differences in weight froo the average boy greater
or less as he grew taller?
11* At what two heights were the differences in weights greatest?
12. At what height was the difference in weight the greatest? At
this height what were the exact number of pounds which the particular boy
was over or under in wel^t?
13. At what heights were the differences in weight not quite two
pounds?
Hi. At how many times do you find the differences in weight from
the average bpy just exactly two pounds?
15. How many pounds did this particular bpy gain in weight as hli
height changed from 50 inches (ii feet, two inches) to 60 inches (5 feet)?
\uhat was his change in hei^t? What was Idle average number of pounds galai^
for every inch which he gained in heij^t?
16. Hcwr many pounds does the average boy gain in weight as his
height changes front 50 inches (U feet, 2 inches) to 60 inches (5 feet)?
Since his change in height is the same as the particular bpy, idiat is the
average nuoher of pounds gained for every inch which is gained in heigjbt?
17. How does this boy compare in weight with the average boy of
the same height and age group? Check your answer with the answer udiich you
gave to Question 7.
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Exercise 29
WORLD PRODXTIOH OF CRUDE PETROLEUM
19itO - 19Uh
!• Thla is a double circle grs^ph on etilch two comparisons are
made. Answer each question as briefly as possible. What two persons^ plaeei
^
things or times are compared?
2. How is the circle used to shoir world production of crude
petroleum at different times? In what years was world production of crude
petroleum compared?
3* The circles are divided into how many parts to show world pro-
duction of petroleum in different regions of the earth?
U. Why is one circle larger than the other? Point out some in-
formation on the graph which will prove that your answer is correct.
5« Make these particular coiparlsons about world production of
crude petroleum in 19ii0.
1. Which region produced the greatest amount of the world's
crude petroleum?
2. ^Vhich region produced the smallest amount of the world's
crude petroleum?
3. Which two regions prodxiced amounts of the world's crude
petroleum that were about the same?
U* Which region produced considerably^ more t ian one-half of
the world's crude petroleum?
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ij Which three regions together produced less than one-
'' fourth of the world's crude petroleum?
6.
Which region, Asia or Europe, produced the larger share
of the world's crude petroleum?
6* Make these particiilar comparisons about world production of
crude petroleum in 19lii4 .
1, Which region produced the greatest amount of the world's
crude petroleum?
2* Which region produced the smallest amount of the world's
crude petroleum?
3. Which two regions produced amounts of the world's crude
petroleum that were about the same?
ii. Which region produced considerably more than one-half of
the world's crude petroleum?
5* 'kVhich two regions produced just about one-fourth of the
world's crude petroleum?
6, Which three regions together produced less than one-
fourth of the world's crude petroleum?
7.
In both 19li0 and which region produced the greatest amount
of the world's crude petroleum?
8.
In the same two years which region produced the smallest
amount of the world's crude petroleum?
9.
Carefully examine the graph. Did the share of the world's
crude petroleum produced by South America change very much from 191*0 to
191*1*? In idiich year did South America produce the larger amount? Explain
your answer by using the graph to prove your point.
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10. Did Europe and Asia together produce about the aaiae
share of the world’s erode petroleum in as in 19ii0« Explain your
anseer by using the graph to prove your point*
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THE LAND OF COTTON
191*0 and 191*1*
1. This pictorial graph shoes some ccxaparisons about cotton pro-
duction of certain parts of the United States. Ansv/er each question as
briefly as possible. What times and places are compared?
2. The times when the comparisons were made are how mapy years
apart?
3* Locate the ajyinbol in the lower ri^t-hand comer of the grajh.
What does the symbol represent?
1*. Make these particular comparisons about cotton production of
certain parts of the United States in 191*0?
1. iThich two states produced the largest amounts of cotton?
2. Which two states produced the smallest amounts of cotton?
3. Which state produced the some amount as Alabama?
1*. Which state pz*oduced the same amount as South Carolina?
5. Which state produced 2^0,000 more boles than ELssissippi?
6. Which state produced twice as rmny bales os Alabama or
North Carolina?
Make these particular comparisons about cotton production of
certain ports of the United States in 19l*l*.
1. Which state piroduced the largest amount of cotton?
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2m Which three states prodiiced the same amounts of cotton?
3. which state produced twice as much as Alabama?
li. Texas produced how many more bales than iilabama and AxkUk"
sas together?
5* North Carolina and South Carolina together product the
some amounts as idiat state alone?
6m Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina together pro-
duced how many more bales than Mississippi alone?
6m Make these comparisons about cotton production of certain
parts of the United States in 19U0 and 19Ui«
!• Which states increased their cotton production from 19U0
to 19Uli7 Express the entire increase in bales*
2* ^Which states had a smaller production in 19ibl4 than in
19^0? Express the entire decrease in bales.
3* v?hich states produced the same amount in 19lili as in 191*0?
1** In which of the two years was cotton production greater?
5* Texas produced how much less cotton in 191*1* than in 191*0?
6. Texas alone in both 19l*0 and 191*1* produced how much more
cotton than Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina
together in the same two years?
7* In both 191*0 and 19l*l*> Alabama, Aiicansas, and Mississippi
together produced how much more cotton than Texas alone
in the same two years?
8* Find out by using the graph just how many bales of cotton
wore produced in 191*1*.
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GHAPTi^H PROA TiLG II. 3.-.. TWiRSPOi^TAT 103 STOr.Y
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A CHAPi'ER FRX»? THE U. 5. A. TRANSPORTATION STCHT
(U. S« production of crude petroleum and passenger autcnoobiles)
1930 - 1938
Answer each question as briefly as possible,
!• Here is a double bar graph on which tsro things are compared*
NaaK} the two things Kdiich arc comparod*
2* The production of these two things is con^ared over a period
of how many years? Name the years for which comparisons are made. These
cca^parlsons were made at periods which were how ma^y years apart?
3* Examine carefully the key at the bottom of the graph, Si]»Ial]|
vdiat each ^rmbol represents,
k» Uake these general ccmiparlsons about the production of crude
petroleum by answering the following questions,
1, In which year was prodiiction of crude petroleum the
greatest?
2, In which year was production of crude petroleum the
smallest?
3* In which two years was production of crude petroleum the
sane?
U* In id\ich year was production of crude petroleum about the
same as in 1930 and 193U?
Make these general cooparlsons about the production of passen-
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!• In which year was production of passenger autatsoblles the
greatest?
2. In which year was production of passenger automobiles the
smallest?
3. In which two years was prcK^uetion of passenger attUwobiXoi
about the sas^?
In 1936 production of passenger autosaobiles was more than
thi'ee times greater than in what year?
6« Hake these general cos^parlsons between the production of crude
petroleum and production of passenger autonwbiles during the period iVoci
1930 through 1933.
1, In which year did production of crude petroleum and pro-
duction of passenger autoiaobiles both drop down belcnr the
1930 level of production?
2* In which year did production of crude petroleum rise above
the 1930 level of production and production of passenger
aut(»&obiles also xdso well above the 1930 level?
3* In which year did production of crude petroleum return to
the level of 1930 but production of passenger automobiles
rose above the previous year, although it failed to reach
the 1930 level of production?
li« In which three periods did production of crude petroleum
rise from period to period but production of passenger
automobiles dropped down at one of the three periods In-
stead of contiiniing to rise from period to period?
7* l^e these particular comparisons about the production of osufa
petroleum and the production of passenger automobiles during the period from
1930 through 1933.
1* Beginning with the year 1930 in which ye«or8 did the pro-
duction of crude petroleum in the United Statee remain
the same as the 1930 levol> riee above the 1930 leveli
or drop below the 1930 level?
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2« In 1933 was the gain in production of crude petroleum
about oTO-half or one-third greater than the 1930 level
of production?
3» Beginning with the year 1930 in which year* did the pro-
duction of passenger autcxooblles in the lM.ted States
remain the same as the 1930 levels rise above the 1930
level, or drop below the 1930 level?
2i* In 1935 was the loss in production of passenger autorao-
biles .-aore or less than one-half of the 1930 production?
?fli *i3|i|f #r4t ttm
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DhThOIT Al^D LOS AUGaiLiS CLIMB INTO THji MILLION GROUP
POPULATION,








DETROIT AND LOS ANGELES CLIMB INTO THE MILLIOM GROUP
!• This is a double line graph* Anstrer each question as briefly
as possible. Hhat twro persons^ places^ things or tiises are oonpared?
2* Study the key at the bott<»i of the graph. Explain idiat each
colored line represents.
3. The populations of these two cities are shown for how maiy difi
ferent years? Do you know why the population figures are given only for
ten-year periods?
li. Examine carefully the figures at the left of the graph. Each
space at the left of the graph represents how many people?
Make these particular ccxoparlsons about the population of De-
troit from 1890 to 19il0.
1. In which two years did the population of Detroit show the
greatest growth?
2. In which year did the poptdation of Detroit show the smal-
lest growth?
3. The population in 19U0 was about how many times greater
than in 18907
U. What was roughly the poptdation in 19307
6. Make these particular comparisons about the population of Los
Angeles from 1390 to 19U0.
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2. In which year did the population of Los Angeles show the
smallest growth?
3, The population in 19kO was about how many times greater
than in 1890?
1*. lihat was roughly the population in 1910?
7* Make these comparisons about the population of Detroit from
1890 to 19li0 and the population of Los Angeles from I89O to 19U0.
1, Which was the larger city and which was the smaller city
in 1890? Was this same thing true in 19U0?
2* Oid both cities grow fairly steadily from I890 to 19U0?
Use the graph to prove that your answer is correct.
3* In 1890 Detroit had about 1^0,000 more people than Los
Angeles. In 19l|0 Detroit had about how many more people
than Los Angeles?
In which year was there the greatest difference between
the populations of the two cities?
5. In which two years was there the least difference between
the populations of the two cities?
6, In which year did each city rise above the millionth mark?
What was roughly the population of each city when it
topped the millionth mark?
8, List reasons which you can think of why these cities showed
great growth from I89O to 191*0.
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The graph a'cercises of the urorkbook are the result of a fairly
extensive experioentation ^th pi^ils on the fourth
,
fifths and sixth :p:*adG
level as mrell as with adults who admitted that th^ knew little about the
reading and interpretation of graphs. Therefore « the writer feels certain
that these exercises may prove especially useful to teachers who wish to
introduce the graph into their proipraras.
But any teacher should count on attaining
^
at leasts some vezy
definite objectives. These are well set forth by quoting in part fSnxn the
objectives for the teacher as given by schorling and Claric^.
The writers state
"I. Meanings 8 The pupil should understand the following—
1.
Words and phrases: graph, picture graph, bar
graph, circle gra^A, lino graph, statistics,
statistical facts, data.
II. Skills : The piqpll should be able—
1 . To read the story told by a picture graph.
2. To see quickly the main number facts and siznple
relationslilps represented a statistical graph-
bar, circle, and line.
3. To compute the ratio of two numbers.
III. Information t The pupil should know—
1. That graphs are used to picture statistical facts and
show number relations.
2. That graphs show relation^ips by picturing ratios
and percents.
3. The desirable practices to be followed in r/iaklng a
statistical grajh.
^Schorllng, R. 2md Clark, J. H., Mathematics In Life| Ikxit Et Use
of Graphs
,
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IV* Attitudes t The pupil should acquire the disposition—
1* To appreciate the part that statistics plays in
!nodem life*
2* To look for the significant facts and relationships
that may be revealed by graphs.
3* To be critical of the accuracy and fora of graphs.”
I**'
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